If a projective plane of order 10 exists, let M denote the (111,56) binary error-correcting code generated by the rows of the incidence matrix. It is known that the weight distribution of this code is uniquely determined by the number of codewords of weights 12, 15 and 16. It is the object of this paper to report that the number of codewords of weight 15 is zero, thus reducing the number of unknown weights to two. Part of this calculation was carried out by computer.
INTRODUCTION
It is not known if a projective plane of order 10 exists (see for example [4] ). We shall assume here that one does exist, and study the properties it must have.
A projective plane of order 10 is an arrangement of 111 points and 111 lines with the following properties:
(1.1) Each line contains 11 points, and each point meets 11 lines. (1.2) Any two distinct points lie on exactly one line, and any two distinct lines meet in exactly one point.
length 111. Let wi be the number of vectors of a of weight i. The numbers {wi} provide a good deal of information about the plane. It is known (see [I] and [lo] ) that the numbers {wi} are uniquely determined if we know w12, w15, w16. It is the object of this paper to report that wr5 = 0, thus reducing the number of unknowns to two.
Some earlier applications of electronic computers to the study of finite projective planes will be found in [2, 3, 5-91.
PROPERTIES OF THE CODE 6Y
(Some of the results of this section have been given independently by Assmus [l] .) It is convenient to define the extended code d. This is the subspace of F112 generated by the rows of the matrix x formed from x by adding a column of 111 ones. Equivalently, d is formed from r% by annexing a 0 to all vectors of even weight, and a 1 to all vectors of odd weight. If v E ol, v will denote the corresponding vector of d.
Let d' denote the orthogonal complement of @ in F112. It can be shown (see [lo] ) that d = dl-, but we need only the weaker result that (2.1) acaL.
Proof.
The rows of the extended matrix g all have weight 12, and by (1.2) distinct rows intersect in two points.
Therefore the generators of d are all contained in dl, hence d Cdl.
We think of vectors of GPI both as binary vectors of length 111, and as the corresponding subsets of points of the plane. If v has odd weight, (2.5) / v n 1 I = I 6 n i I -1 = 1 (mod 2).
v E a, j v / # 0 3 IVI > 11.
(i) If I v 1 is odd, let us look at the 11 lines through a point p $ v. By (2.4), v must intersect each at least once, and so I VI > 11.
(ii) If / v 1 is even and non-zero, consider the 11 lines through a point p E v. Using (2.4) again, v must meet each line in at least one additional point, and so I v I > 12. (ii) Conversely we show that every oval u is in GE Let S be the set of The proof is straightforward and is omitted. Thus each of the 15 points of A is uniquely a Bi n Bi , and so without loss of generality we may assume that they are arranged in the lines B,-B, as follows: These six lines cannot have any other intersections among themselves, so the remaining 36 points occurring on them must be distinct. Let B = (76, 77,..., 11 I} be this set of points, and without loss of generality let us arrange them as in Figure 3a . ON The Flyteen Lines
We next consider the fifteen lines C, , C, ,..., C,, (say) that meet A in exactly 3 points. There is now essentially only one way to arrange the points of A in the lines C,-C,, , as follows: There remain 111 -15 -36 = 60 points with which to fill the 120 empty places on the Ci . Let C = (16, 17,..., 75) be this set of points.
(3.6) Each of these 60 points meets exactly two lines Ci .
Proof. Let p $ A U B, and suppose three lines Ci pass through p. This uses 9 points of A. In the remaining 90 lines p can occur only 15 -9 = 6 times. Hence p meets only 3 + 6 = 9 lines, contradicting (1.1).
Since there are 120 places to fill, p must appear exactly twice, and all 60 remaining points are used.
The lines Ci may now be completed in an essentially unique way. Figure 3b shows the arrangement actually used. SLOANE, AND THOMPSON Proof. Let Since each point of C is the intersection of some two lines Ci and Cj , G can be extended to act on C. Figure 4b shows the action of the generators on C.
Finally, let G, be the subgroup of G which fixes the point 1. G, has order 48 and is generated by r1 , r3 , r4 , r5 .
The Remaining 90 Lines Cannot Be Completed
We now describe the method by which a computer was used to show that the remaining 90 lines cannot be completed.
(I) First we consider those six lines (out of the 90) which meet A in point 1. Clearly the 36 points of C on these lines must be selected from the numbers which are not crossed out in Figure 5 .
Further the six points of C on such a line must account for the intersections of that line with the 12 lines remaining in Figure 5 . find a set of 6 numbers such that exactly one occurs in each line of Figure 5 . An example is shown in the last column of Figure 5 . It was found that there are exactly 344 such 6-sets. Let L, denote the set of these 344 6-sets.
Similarly let Li be the 344 6-sets which are candidates for the points of C on the six lines which meet A in point i only, for i = 2,..., 15. L2-L,, may be obtained from L, by applying the appropriate elements of G.
On the six lines through 1 we need 6 disjoint 6-sets from L, . We call such an object a KG. The set of all K,'s can be arranged in orbits under G, , and it is clearly sufficient to obtain just one representative from each orbit.
A simple backtracking program was used to find all the representative K6's. There were exactly 1021. These were punched out on cards for subsequent use. (The running time for this part of the program was about 3 minutes.) The term K, is chosen because of the method used. A graph is constructed in which the nodes represent the 344 6-sets of L, , and two nodes are joined by an edge if and only if the corresponding 6-sets are disjoint. A set of 6 disjoint 6-sets is then represented by a complete graph on 6 nodes (i.e., a K,).
is considered next because the intersection of L, and L,, is greater than the intersection of L, and Li, i = 2,..., 9. This reduces computation time and storage requirements.)
A sample arrangement of points of B on the six lines through 10 is shown in Figure 6 . This of course is not a "general" arrangement; however, we can say that each line through 10 meets exactly 2 lines through 1 in a point of B, and hence must meet the other 4 in a point of C. Thus an admissible 6-set from Ll,, must miss two 6-sets of U and meet the other 4 in exactly one point each.
For each B-set in L,, we therefore define a "matching vector" We now find all sets V of 6 disjoint 6-sets from the reduced L,,, . The number of these for a particular U varied between 0 and 80.
(III)
For each choice of U and V we next consider the 6 lines which meet A in point 15 only. For any possible arrangement of the B points each of these lines meet exactly two lines through 1 and two lines through 10 in a point of B. Each 6-set in L,, has two matching vectors, m, m', and we eliminate those for which either one is not correct. We now find all sets W of 6 disjoint 6-sets from the reduced L,, .
In only 98 of the original 1021 KB's were any sets W found. The maximum number of sets W corresponding to any pair U, V was 10.
(IV) For each acceptable triple U, V, W we try to find a compatible X of 6 disjoint 6-sets chosen from L,, . A total of 25 acceptable quadruples U, V, W, X were found. One such set of 24 partial lines is displayed in Figure 7 .
(V) However none of these can be extended to include a fifth set of 6 disjoint 6-sets from L,, .
We conclude that there is no way to construct the set of 90 lines, and therefore our initial hypothesis that a vector of weight 15 exists is false.
The total running time for this part of the program was just under 3 hours. The computer used was a General Electric 635.
